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‘It doesn’t matter if a cat is black or white, as long as it catches mice’
Deng Xiaoping

Source: ChinaDigitalTimes.net

Socialism or capitalism – does it matter?



But it did matter to Deng Xiaoping

•Single-party rule 

•Public ownership of the land 

•Dominant role for state ownership 

•State economic planning 

•No ‘polarisation’ between rich and poor 
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And it really matters to President Xi

• Four Confidences in “Xi Jinping’s Thought on 
Socialism with Chinese characteristics for a New Era” 
(path, theory, system and culture)

• Centralisation of power and tightening control over 
party, government, military, economy and society. 

• While ‘committed’ to ‘decisive role for market’ and 
reforming economy based on openness, transparency 
and win-win free trade. 40 years later!

• Growing anxiety across globe about how rising China 
challenges ‘rules-based order’ (coupled with Trump)
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A never-ending point of contention:
China’s rate of GDP growth
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• 1.7% or 6.5%: reaching the official target? 

• Causes of slowdown: credit tightening, falling consumer and investor confidence, 
exports, investment and retail sales slowing, rebalancing, slowing population 
growth (not enough babies!)

• Slowdown: inevitable or calamity? Even 5% very respectable. 

• How low will/should it go: collapse, stagnation or sustainable slowdown?



A Contentious Conundrum: Rising Debt
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• Debt ‘crisis’: when not if?

– Corporate, government and household debt all ‘worryingly high’ and rising: 242% of 
GDP in 2016 to 300% by 2022 (S&P Global Ratings) 

– Financial risks: “hidden, complex, acute, contagious, and malevolent. Structural 
imbalances are massive, violations of law are rampant.”

– Government’s capacity to rescue and revive failing firms and local governments, and 
to regulate state-owned and shadow banking sectors?

• To boost growth or not, and how?  

– Expansionary monetary and fiscal policies or staying the course for rebalancing, debt 
reduction and sustainable long-term growth? 

– E.g. RMB1.5 trillion (USD218 billion) boost to high-speed railways – planned expansion 
by state-owned China Railway Corporation in 2019, expanding track by 6800 km!



Belt and Road Initiative (BRI): 
Contentions and contradictions galore!
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• Xi’s signature foreign policy initiative written into Constitution. Projects valued 
from $1 to $8 trillion on multi-dimensional infrastructure network, plus policy 
dialogue, tariff reductions, financial support and people-to-people exchange

• Questions about motivation and impacts, with little consensus:

– A ‘Grand Transnational Development Strategy with Chinese characteristics’ OR an ad 
hoc, bottom-up ill-conceived, unplanned mess?

– Evidence of Xi Jinping as Champion of Free Trade bringing win-win prosperity to the 
world OR China’s ‘Trillion dollar plan to change the global economic order’?

– Debt-trap diplomacy and doomed to fail OR state-led infrastructure-driven, trade-
based growth destined to change global centre of economic activity?

– Pure economics or geoeconomics – with (malevolent or benevolent) geopolitical 
intent? 

– And how best to respond? Economic gains (Victoria), strategically (Aus in Pacific) or 
cooperatively (Japan)?





Global Conflict: Trade and technology ‘wars’
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US-China Trade War

• Current ‘truce’ until March 1 (with $200 billion tariffs on Chinese imports) – with 
extension likely until a ‘real deal’ becomes possible.

• Other economies will suffer from ‘real deal’

• Some valid concerns about Chinese subsidies, SOEs and industrial policies, 
complicated by ‘developing economy status’.

‘Techno-wars’ and an Economic Iron Curtain

• Rising tensions across OECD with China’s rise to Techno-Superpower 

• Made in China 2025: prioritising 10 high-tech sectors with preferential 
treatment, huge R&D and other forms of state support

• Compatible with free trade global order that Xi pledges to uphold?

• Lonely times ahead for China it seems



Conclusions
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• Number one contradiction: A decisive role for the market, or an increasingly 
controlling and authoritarian state, including in economic sphere? How to 
reconcile Socialism with Chinese Characteristics in a (crumbling) neoliberal 
capitalist world?

• Conundrums and contentions: over rate of growth and how to respond to 
slowing growth and growing debt; and over motivations and impacts of BRI.

• Conflict: Between world’s two superpowers, and the countries in their orbits. A 
new era of geoeconomics: ‘War by other means’?

• Not confident about much except for: uncertainty and troubled times ahead.


